Spring 2018 MUSG/RHA Student Elections
Final Results

Election conducted Thursday, March 30, 2017
Results certified Monday, April 3, 2016 at 9:30 a.m.

1955 Total Voters (out of 7,553)
26% Voter Turnout

MUSG PRESIDENT / EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT – 1955 VOTERS
Meredith Gillespie and Valerie Del Campo: 1345 69%
Erin Murphy and Joshua Steinfels-Saenz: 503 26%

MUSG ARTS & SCIENCES SENATOR (3 SEATS) – 530 VOTERS
Kevin O’Finn 421 79%

Two Arts and Sciences Senator seats remain unfilled. In accordance with the MUSG Constitution, MUSG Legislative Vice President will work with the college council to fill this vacancy.

MUSG BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION SENATOR (3 SEATS) – 310 VOTERS
There were no registered candidates. Three Business Administration Senator seats remain unfilled. In accordance with the MUSG Constitution, MUSG Legislative Vice President will appoint a student to fill these vacancies.

MUSG COMMUNICATION SENATOR (2 SEATS) – 218 VOTERS
There were no registered candidates. Two College of Communication Senator seats remain unfilled. In accordance with the MUSG Constitution, MUSG Legislative Vice President will work with the college council to fill these vacancies.

MUSG EDUCATION SENATOR (1 SEAT) – 73 VOTERS
Cate Payan 64 88%

MUSG ENGINEERING SENATOR (2 SEATS) – 298 VOTERS
Carlos A. Gonzalez 268 90%

After the election, there will be one College of Engineering Senator seat remains unfilled. In accordance with the MUSG Constitution, MUSG Legislative Vice President will work with the college council to appoint a student to fill this vacancy.

MUSG HEALTH SCIENCES SENATOR (2 SEATS)- 321 VOTERS
There were no registered candidates. Two Health Sciences Senator seats remain unfilled. In accordance with the MUSG Constitution, MUSG Legislative Vice President will appoint students to fill these vacancies.
MUSG Nursing Senator (1 Seat) – 205 Voters
There were no registered candidates. One College of Nursing Senator seat remains unfilled. In accordance with the MUSG Constitution, MUSG Legislative Vice President will work with the college council to appoint a student to fill this vacancy.

Senior Speaker – 490 Voters
The names of three seniors will be forwarded to the committee as finalists for Senior Speaker. Their proposed speeches will be reviewed by a selection committee, which makes a recommendation to Dr. Michael Lovell, University President, who selects the student speaker for Commencement.
The three finalists are:
  Benjamin Zellmer
  Michael Ulrich
  Lisa Durant

RHA President – 1035 Voters
Abbey Karpick 437 42%
Shelby Cullinan 303 29%

RHA Executive Vice President – 1035 Voters
Miracle Joy Faller 787 76%

Election results certified by

Samantha Conner
MUSG Elections Coordinator

Jennifer K. Reid, Ph.D.
Student Affairs Communication Director